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The predictive power of retail analytics
The CPG landscape has become increasingly appealing to investors. It’s an
industry that’s relatively resistant to recessions - and often even bolstered in
times of economic downturn.
CPG is also an industry where small, up-and-coming brands jump in and
innovate. So many CPG brands have gotten their start by identifying a real
consumer need and filling that growing white space faster than larger
manufacturers can, sometimes even creating entirely new categories of
product.
The CPG universe is full of opportunity, but any investment or acquisition
requires taking on a certain amount of risk. Retail analytics is the singlemost impactful way investors can minimize this risk.
Analytics gives you the information you need to make the most educated
guess possible, which is why we built Byzzer from the ground up to equip
CPG brands, manufacturers, and investors with the data they need to make
the best possible business decisions.
In this report, you will…
Understand which metrics are the best predictors of future success
Learn how to use key data points to understand a category or brand
more deeply and plan for the future
See which Byzzer reports help you access these metrics most easily

The metrics that matter most for small CPG brands
We know that success is marked by the bottom line, but we also know that all great brands have to
start somewhere. So how do you use retail analytics as a crystal ball to predict which brands will
become “the next big thing”?

Velocity
Also known as $ per TDP, velocity is the measure to use when trying to gauge the success of an upand-coming brand, because it tells you how well the product sells where it is available. Velocity is
often called the third most important metric, because sales naturally take first place. Distribution
(or TDP, “total distribution points”) is a close second because that of course unlocks more potential
for sales. When it comes to evaluating the success of a small CPG brand, modest sales may simply
mean limited distribution due to lack of brand awareness, budget and opportunity. But if you detect
strong growth in velocity, that means that given the right investment on shelf availability, this
brand’s sales could soar.

Incrementality
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Though you may often hear this word used to talk about the impact of trade promotions, when we
talk about incrementality in the context of category growth, we’re talking about the unique sales
attributable to a product. Take the example of chocolate milk: If you were to look at
the sales
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numbers for the milk category, white milk ranks higher than chocolate milk - so why would anyone
invest in a chocolate milk brand? Simple. Shoppers will always buy their standard milk, but they’ll
often make an incremental purchase of chocolate milk, meaning more milk purchases all around.
Therefore, chocolate milk is a key product to growing the entire size of the category. Now that’s a
product worth investing in.

Growth metrics: Identify promising subcategories
Interpreting subcategory health
Let’s use the example of a popular category from recent
years: “hard” drinks. We know the category is growing, but
how do we look under the hood to determine where the
best opportunity lies within?
To asses growth, you could look at percent change in sales
for each subcategory. That would be a great first step. But
there’s more you can do to dig deeper:
Run the Total Brand Landscape Report to see those
top performing subcategories both by $ sales and %
change in sales over time. In this category, you
discover that Hard Seltzer, Hard Lemonade and Hard
Tea are the top three subcategories.
Click into the top growing subcategories to see which
brands are growing the fastest.

Byzzer’s Total Brand Landscape report shows
you sales, distribution and category share by
subcategory, manufacturer and brands.

Jump over to the Brand Ranking Report to investigate those brands further on metrics like
who has the best velocity.

This example demonstrates why velocity is so important.
Let’s say you followed the advice above, jumping over to the Brand Ranking Report to look at the
top brands for those top 3 subcategories. At first glance, all 3 look crowded - but once you rank for
velocity, you’ll see that while Hard Lemonade and Hard Tea don’t have much to note, Hard Seltzer’s
top brands are clocking triple digit velocity growth. So, just because a category’s crowded, doesn’t
mean there’s no room for more growth. Spot diamonds
in the rough when you look at velocity over sales
and distribution.

Growth metrics: Trending product attributes
A closer look at growing subcategories may also inspire a more detailed analysis of trending
product attributes. For example, the brands you discover within the Hard Seltzer category may
indicate a growing niche: Do the top brands in a subcategory have a product attribute in common?

Use the Product Growth Waterfall to track product attribute sales growth.
Product attributes like “organic” and “natural” are becoming more important across a number of
CPG industries. Verticals from BevAl and Salty Snacks to Beauty and Pet are seeing the proliferation
and growth of different product attributes. But as more and more CPG brands experiment with
different attributes, how do you know which ones are actually driving sales? Run the Product
Growth Waterfall to discover the dollar amount each product attribute, flavor, package size, and
more are driving:

In this example snippet from the report for the Energy Drinks category, we’ve selected to filter sales
numbers by Package Size. Depending on your focus product set, you can filter on a number of
different attributes, such as:
Form
Flavor Group
Random vs Fixed Weight
Brand

Branded vs Private Label
Parent Brand
Manufacturer
Parent Company
Sub-category

Natural
Organic
Units in Multipack
Package Shape
Package Material
Total Size
…and more!

Gauging market size: Understand your shoppers
Now that you’ve identified some brands that “tick the boxes” on key retail measures, it’s time to get
to know their shoppers. Who are their raving fans? Where could marketing activation expand this
shopper audience - and what is the (dollar) size of the prize?

Determine who their shoppers are and how much they’re currently buying.
Start with the Shopper Demo by Product Report to get the demographic information you need:
household size, income, county, and race. You’ll find not just the information for your focus product,
but for that product’s close competitors as well, so you know where marketing efforts need
expanding to capture a competitor’s audience.
Dig deeper into your focus product with the Shopper Heavy, Medium, and Light Report to see
exactly where the product’s biggest fans are in terms of demographics - and importantly, which
demographics purchase this product the least.

Understanding the demographics of a product’s most frequent shoppers to least frequent shoppers gives you
the information necessary to assess a product’s retail strategy, branding & packaging, digital marketing efforts
and more to see what’s working versus where improvements could bolster the bottom line.

Gauging market size: Understand your shoppers
Round out your shopper research with the Shopper Sales Decomp Tree to see your fundamental
household panel metrics - and also determine exactly how much more could be made if you were
able to increase penetration, trips per shopper and one more unit per trip.

Use household panel data to determine realistic goals for growth.

By studying these metrics: penetration, $ [spent] per household, $ [spent] per trip, and
frequency, we can see how shopper behaviors shape total sales, and exactly how much more
money any efforts aimed at improving these key metrics could earn the brand. This makes it much
easier to determine how much should be allocated to, say, a marketing campaign designed to
increase $ per household, and assess the ROI of any such initiatives.

Real-time business intelligence: Weekly alerts
Once you’ve invested in a brand, it’s time to keep a close eye on their ups and downs. That’s where
Byzzer’s proactive email alerts come in really handy: get business intelligence delivered weekly to
your inbox for the brands you need to keep a close eye on.

Email alerts show how your focus brand is performing on key retail metrics And tell you which reports will let you “look under the hood”.

Choose from alerts like…
Promotion Alert
Market Share Alert
Pricing Alert
At the market level, Buzz Bev gained share in 42 markets
and lost share in 12. The greatest share increase was
Fresno/Visalia Market FMCG retailers of 4.7 share points.
Run the Business Drivers Waterfall Report to quantify
the volume impact of price, promotion and distribution.

Market Performance Alert
Distribution Alert

With more coming…
Trending Brands
Whether you are monitoring current brands in your
portfolio, targets for acquisition, or looking to receive
alerts on new brands to put on your radar, you can
personalize which and how many alerts you choose
to receive every week.

Trending Markets
Category Trend
Distribution Opportunity
Pricing Opportunity
Growth Alert

Takeaways for investors
A good idea can put a product on the shelf, but…
…only retail metrics can provide full evidence of a brand’s staying power and
potential for future growth. Shark Tank is fun to watch, but investors outside
of Hollywood have to do more homework - and that means getting the full
picture of a brand’s retail performance before making a big investment. Be
the first “in the know” to beat your competition to “the next big thing” in CPG.

Only retail measures can tell the whole story.
A product can go viral on social media. A well-timed PR placement can
inspire a surge in demand for a flashy product. But the proof is in the (data)
pudding. Is this a brand enjoying a bit of good luck? Or is this a brand poised
for long-term growth?

CPG data is easy to interpret - with the right tools.
The CPG industry may seem like a whole new world of jargon to learn, but
armed with a good industry glossary and an easy-to-use, self-serve tool like
Byzzer by NielsenIQ, you’ll find that retail measures often boil down to “The 4
P’s” of marketing - and mastering those numbers means making a wiser
investment and steering a small brand to big success.

Data you can trust.
Solutions you can action.
With Byzzer, you can easily
access, visualize, and extract
actionable business insights
powered by NielsenIQ data.
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